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1 INTRODUCTION 
 
We thank you for your trust, which you demonstrated by purchasing our pneumatic press. In order for 
it to be used successfully and for a long period we ask you to follow the instructions and warnings for a 
safe and proper use. 
 
The instructions are intended for the operator and they should always be kept at hand. They describe 
correct and safe use of the pneumatic presses series L model PSP_ and model PST_ 5/8/10/12. 
As they cover different press types, they may describe functions and features not fitted in your 
particular press. The instructions should always be kept at hand. The instructions are intended for 
several types of tanks therefore the functions and equipment described might not relate to your tank. 
 

���� 

Read the instructions carefully before: 
- Unloading and installing the press 
- Connecting the press to electricity 
- Start of use 
- Maintenance work 

 
In the case of any doubt and/or need for additional information, please contact the 
manufacturer or his representative. 

 

 

IDENTIFICATION STICKER 
 
On one leg of the press there is an identification sticker with basic 
information on the press characteristics (serial number, drum 
capacity, type of the press, technical data, year of production …).  
 
In case you need any additional information, spare parts or 
service, always provide the data from the identification sticker. 

 
 

2 INTENDED USE OF PNEUMATIC PRESS 
 
Pneumatic presses are only designed for pressing grapes and lees. Use the press only for the 
purposes intended and approved by the manufacturer. 
 
In the case you intend to apply the press for any other purpose, consult the manufacturer prior to such 
application. We cannot be held liable for any problems, damages, deformations, risks … that may 
arise due to the application of the press for any purposes not explicitly approved by the manufacturer. 
 
 

3 GUARANTEE 
 
See the guarantee declaration. 
 
The press manufacturer, Škrlj d.o.o., does not accept any liability for damages caused by failure to 
observe instructions in this manual. Furthermore, we reject any liability for damages caused by 
improper application of the machine and its accessories.  
In the case of use for purposes not intended, failure to observe the instructions in this manual or any 
tampering with the machine by non-authorised persons, the manufacturer's guarantee becomes 
void. 
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4 HEALTH AND SAFETY 

4.1 Meaning of the symbols 
 
In the instructions following symbols are used to warn the user against danger or special attention: 
 

Symbol Designation Meaning 

 
DANGER Danger because of the electric current! 

 
DANGER Danger because of the moving parts of the 

machine! 

 
WARNING 

 
General instruction, recommendation, 
forbiddance…! 
 

� IMPORTANT INFORMATION Information that demands special attention! 

 
 

4.2 GENERAL SAFETY PRECAUTIONS 
 
Due to its moving parts and to the pressure in the drum, the pneumatic press may be a threat to its 
environment. Therefore, strictly observe safety precautions when operating the press. Unqualified and 
unauthorized person is not allowed to use the press.  
 
In a case of any unauthorised tampering with the machine, the manufacturer's guarantee becomes 
void; furthermore, any unprofessional repairs may result in danger for the machine operator. 
 

 

Disconnect the press from the mains power ALWAYS: 
��when it is not in use 
��before any intervention in the machine 
��during the cleaning, control and maintenance procedure 
��in case of a damaged electrical cable 
��before opening the electric panel 
��in case of any danger 

 

In case of any danger stop the press by pressing the emergency STOP button or 
with the safety cord. 

 
 

 

Before any intervention in the machine make sure that: 
��the press is disconnected from network 
��the main switch of the press is in position OFF 
��The drum is not pressurised. 

 

 

Opening of the hatch during the press operation is explicitly forbidden.  
The hatch may only be opened for the filling the drum, for the discharging, for cleaning 
purposes and for maintenance works in the press drum.  
Before opening the hatch manually, disconnect the press and turn the main switch OFF. 
Before entering the drum, secure the door against unintentional closing. 
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Do not reach in the space between the drum and the press frame. Danger of 
squeezing!  
This space is secured with a safety cord. The tension and position of the safety cord must 
be checked before every use of the press. 

 

 

Once a year, the screws that connect the membrane to the drum frame must be tightened. 
Before that, disconnect the press from the mains supply. The hatch should be open and 
protected against inadvertent closing. 
 
When filling with the pump, be careful not to exceed the limit pressure value in the drum. You 
must stop the pump as soon as you hear the acoustic signal, in order to reduce the 
pressure. Disregarding this instruction can lead to serious damage of  the drum. 
 
When filling the press, the recommended filling capacity should be observed (see chapter 9.2 
Filling of the press). 

 

� 
The press drum is subject to the requirements laid down in the pressure equipment 
directive (Official gazette of Slovenia, 15/2002; directive ES 97/23/EC). After setting up the 
press, the producer has performed acceptance examination with the initial pressure test. 
The user has to consider all the directives, that are in force in the country where the press 
is operating. The user must also make sure that all the periodical tests according to this 
directive are done. 

 
 

4.3 SAFETY DEVICES 
 
The press is equipped with safety devices which ensure safe work and undisturbed operation of the 
press. 
 
 

4.3.1 Emergency STOP button 
 
When you push the emergency STOP button (the red button on the 
control panel), the press immediately stops its operation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Never use the emergency STOP to interrupt the grapepress normal running. 

 
 

4.3.2 Safety cord 
 
The space between the drum and the press frame is protected by a red safety cord. Any significant 
vibration or pulling on the cord triggers a micro switch, which in turn immediately stops the press.  
Always check the safety cord tension and position prior to operating the press. If the safety cord is not 
installed or its tension is incorrect, the press will not function. 
 
 

emergency STOP 
button 
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The safety cord runs along the internal edge of 
the press frame. It is connected to the S4 micro 
switch. The cord tension is proper when the end 
of the black indicator is approximately in the 
middle of the green strip, and the blue button 
pulled out to show the green strip beneath it. 

 

 
The cord tension is set by means of the screw at 
the cord end. 

 

Any pulling on the cord triggers automatic 
immediate stopping of the press.  
The blue button drops.  
The press switches to a standstill. 
Prior to resuming the press operation, determine 
and remedy the trouble that caused the press to 
stop. 

 

To resume the press operation, lift the blue button 
on the micro switch so as to show the green strip 
underneath it.  
Start the press by means of the green button on 
the command panel and resume the cancelled 
pressing programme. 

 
 

4.3.3 Protection against overpressure in the drum 
 
Following safety systems are used: 
 

1 Maximum pressure that can be achieved with the compressor is limited to 1.5 bar 
(by some executions maximum pressure is 1.8 bar). 

2 

In a case the pressure is exceeded (e.g. due to a valve 
fault), the vacuum pump valve and the safety valve 
automatically open at 2.0 bar, to release air from the drum 
and to decrease the pressure to the allowed level. 
 

 

3 

Presses with axial filling can also be 
equipped with a sound alarm. The alarm is 
triggered if the pressure is exceeded or the 
press is overfilled.  
 
In case the sound signal is activated, stop 
the filling pump immediately. 
  
Make sure that you don't exceed the max. 

pressure allowed douring the filling of the press. 

 

 

mikroswitch S4 

blue button - 
dropped 

green strip 

black indicator 

blue button - 
lifted 

green strip 
visible 

safety valve 
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4.3.4 Overload relays 
 
 

 
 

The press has two overload relays (F1 and 
F2), which are located in electric cabinet. 
To open and close the electric cabinet, apply 
the provided key (fixed to the cable on the 
cabinet side at delivery). 

 

 
 
 

 
The overload relay is activated in case of overloading, overheating or any 
other trouble with  the electromotor or compressor. 
 
The overload relay F1 protects the drum rotation electromotor. 
the overload relay F2 protects the compressor electromotor 

 

 

 
By pressing the black button, the overload relay is reset. 
 
ATTENTION:  
Before resetting the overload relay, make sure that the problem that 
caused the activation of the relay has been corrected/fixed. 

 
 

� The presses with a built-in single-phase compressor have a circuit breaker incorporated 
in the compressor itself. It is reset by pushing on the switch button. 

 

F2 F1 
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5 PRESS TRANSPORT AND SETTING UP 

5.1 Transport of the press 
 

 

Transportation, unloading and lifting may only be done by skilled personnel. 
The manufacturer shall not be kept liable for any personal injuries or material damages 
resulting from disregarding safety regulations applicable to the transportation, unloading, 
lifting… 

 

 

During lifting and manipulating the press, no person shall move or stay below the hoisted 
load or within the operating range of the crane. 

 

 

Do not push on the plastic covers on the front and back side 
of the press. 
 
 

 
To hoist and transport the press, always apply the openings/hoisting eyes provided on the press for 
this purpose. 
 

 

The PSP/PST_5, 8 size presses are fitted with four openings 
on the press frame (two openings on each side).  
Attach the hoisting strap or lined steel rope hooks in these 
openings. 

 

 

 
The PSP/PST_10,12,16 size presses are fitted with four 
hoisting openings in the hatch brackets (one opening on each 
bracket). Attach the hoisting strap or lined steel rope hooks in 
these openings. 

 
To unload and transport the press, apply appropriate lifting equipment (forklift, lift) and hoisting straps or 
lined steel ropes. Make sure the strap/rope load bearing capacity is adequate for the press weight.  
 
Press type PSP 5 PST 5 PSP 8 PST 8 PSP 10 PST 10 PSP 12 PST 12 PSP 16 PST 16 

M (mass) kg 300 350 500 520 610 

 
The strap/rope length shall be such as to carry the press in horizontal position during lifting. 
Attach the strap/rope hooks into the hoisting openings on the press. Hang both slings of the hoisting 
straps/ropes on the lifting device hook and carefully lift the press. Make sure the load is balanced and 
then lower the press, slowly and avoiding unnecessary oscillations, onto the intended position. 
 

� 
Smaller presses can be unloaded and transported with a forklift of adequate capacity and fork 
length. Attach the forks along the press length, to reach from the command cabinet to the frame 
back side. 

5.2 Mounting and storage of the press 
 

hoisting 
opening in 
the press 
frame 

hoisting 
opening in the 
drum bracket 
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Pneumatic press is delivered wrapped in foil. The foil must be removed immediately after delivery. 
Otherwise, effects of weather factors (exposure to strong sun radiation etc.) may hinder complete and 
neat removal of the foil. 
  

 

Place the press into a dry and vented space on a level floor. Protect it from dust and 
direct sunlight. Excessive temperature can harm the controller and cause controller 
malfunction.   

 
 
Handles for moving the press: 
 

 

To move the press, use the handles.  
Thre press has four such handles. One on each left and right side 
and two at the back. 

 

 
Do not push on the plastic 
covers on the front and 
back side of the press. 

 
 
Wheels: 
 

With the help of the wheels fitted to the press of every 
type, the press can be moved to the desired location.  
Two of the wheels are fitted with a break pedal. 
 
 

 
Wheel - brake activated 

 
Wheel - brake released 

 

The wheels of the press are exclusively 
intended for moving an empty press on a 
level ground, never on a street paving or 
uneven ground. 

 

ro�aj za 
pomik 
stiskalnice 
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6 SWITCHING ON THE PRESS 

6.1 Electrical connection 
 

 

The electrical connection of the press must be carried out by skilled personnel 
(electrician)! 
Electrical connections (including earth lead and protection) should be performed in 
accordance with applicable standards. 
Electrical diagrams are attached to the manual! 

 
Connect the press to the required source of electrical power (single phase, three phase). Check the 
mains supply voltage indicated on the identification sticker (on the leg of the press) and on the yellow 
sticker under the connecting terminals. 
 

 
The identification tag is 
positioned on the support 
behind the box 

  
 
The connecting terminals are 
located in electrical box. 

Check the mains supply voltage indicated on 
the identification sticker (on the leg of the 
press) and on the yellow sticker under the 
connecting terminals.  

 
The connection has to be protected with adequate fuses: 
 
Connection voltage 400V 50Hz, three phase 230V 50Hz, single phase (option) 
Fuses 3 x 16 A fuse 1 x 16 A fuse 
Power cable requirements 5 leads with a cross-section of   

2.5 mm2 
3 leads with a cross-section of   
2.5 mm2 

 
OPTION: 
��mains supply voltage other than 230/400V 50Hz (see the instructions provided by the 

manufacturer) 
 
 
Connecting the cable and the electrical box 
 
Prior to the first startup, a qualified technician (electrician) shall connect the supply cable to the electric 
cabinet. Observe the following procedure: 
 

 

Remove the plastic press cover; for this purpose, hold it with hands on 
both sides and pull upwards. 

 

Sticker with mains supply voltage 
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Loosen the four screws on the brackets beneath the electric cabinet to 
allow the cabinet to be pulled out. 

 

 

 

 

 
Open the electric cabinet.  
To open and close the electric cabinet, 
apply the provided key (fixed to the cable 
on the cabinet side at delivery). 

 

 

 

 

 
Insert the cable into the sleeve on the 
electric cabinet right side and connect the 
supply cable leads to the corresponding 
terminals.  
Connection shall be done by a qualified 
technician (electrician).  

 

 

 

 

 
Close the electric cabinet and lock it with 
the provided key. Keep the key on a safe 
place. 
Slide the cabinet back into the housing.  
Tighten the screws on the electric cabinet 
brackets.  
Attach the press plastic cover. 

 
 

6.2 Rotating direction of the drum 
 
Upon activating the press, check the rotating direction of the drum. Check the rotation in service mode by 
using drum rotation switches.  The drum has to rotate in the direction indicated by the arrow on the button 
(from the front side position) (see chapter 7.2 Press orientation). 
 

AE automatics:  (rotating in anti-clockwise direction) 

AV automatics:  (rotating in clockwise direction) 

 rotating of the drum in anticlockwise direction  
 
In case of the opposite direction of the rotation, immediately change the phase leads of the supply 
cable. Connection shall be done by a qualified technician (electrician). 
  

 Operating in the opposite drum rotation direction is not allowable and causes a breakdown of 
the compressor. 
 

� In the case of single-phase supply presses, the drum rotation direction is preset in the 
factory and does not need checking. 

key 

sleeve 

electric cabinet bracket 

electric cabinet fixing screw 
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7 GENERAL DATA 

7.1 Technical data (dimensions and capacity) 
 

Pneumatic presses, M series 

PSP open drum, semi-membrane, half of the drum perforated Drum 
design 

PST enclosed drum, semi-membrane, draining channel 
Designation PSP 5 PST 5 PSP 8 PST 8 PSP 10 PST 10 PSP 12 PST 12 PSP 16 PST 16 
Drum volume 500 l 800 l 1,000 l 1,200 l 1,600 l 

L mm 1760 2260 2480 2530 3030 

Lcp mm   2910 2960 3460 

D mm 1000 1000 1220 1220 1220 

H mm 1420 1420 1540 1600 1610 

S mm 440 390 390 390 390 

Scp mm   1035 1035 1045 

A x B mm 345 x 425 345 x 425 345 x 650 345 x 650 345 x 900 
M (mass) kg 300 350 500 520 610 

V (collection 
pan) l 150 150 250 250 250 

P (power) kW 3,1/1,55 3,9/1,95 3,9/1,95 3,9/1,95 4,6/2,3 

integral 
grapes kg 250-400 400-650 500-800 600-950 800-1200 

fresh 
less kg 700-1000 1100-1500 1400-1800 1650-2250 2400-4000 

ca
pa

ci
ty

 

ferment. 
lees kg 1000-1600 1500-2500 1800-3100 2250-3750 3500-5500 

 
 

 
 

PSP/PST_5,8 
 
 
 

 

 
 

PSP/PST_10,12,16 
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7.2 Press orientation 
 
 

 
 
 

� 
When checking drum rotation, note that it is always regarded from the front.  
The drum must rotate in the same direction as the arrow on the key. 

 
 

7.3 Pneumatic press operation 
 
Pneumatic press is a technical-oenological process tool designed for controlled pressing of grapes. It 
allows the wine-maker to actively intervene in the processes in the course of pressing, to continually 
adjust and govern the processes. Soft pressing of grapes or lees by means of a membrane and 
compressed air prevents mechanical damaging of grapes (less damage to the hard parts of grapes) 
and in turn minimises the leaching of undesired ingredients. 
 
Pneumatic press operation: 
 

 
 

1 - filling 2 - pressing 3 - crumbling 4 - emptying 
 
 
1. Press filling: The drum is filled with grapes or lees through opened hatch or by means of a central 
filling connector. Even during the filling stage, must starts to drain into the collection trough under its 
own weight. The axial filling system, which is available for every model, allows the filling of the dregs 
at the same time as the drum rotates that improves the efficiency of the press. 
 
2. Pressing: The drum, with hatches closed, faces down. The pressing takes place by means of 
compressed air via the impermeable membrane. Must drains through perforated drum walls or drain 
channels into the collection pan.  

Front side 
The side with the drive 
module 

Back side 
The side with the axial filling 
connector 
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3. Crumbling: Air is evacuated, the membrane is stuck to the internal walls. The drum continues to 
rotate. 
 
4. Emptying: The hatches are open, the drum continues to rotate. During rotation, skins drop from the 
press drum. Large hatches allow fast emptying. 
 
The pressing pressure is achieved with the compressor, which is built in the press. The loosening of 
the lees is performed by the rotation of the drum that is achived through electromotor over a chain 
conveyor. Before each filling or rotation of the drum, the membrane is sucked up on the drum wall with 
the vacuum pump. In this position the membrane is protected against eventual damage and it allowes 
good shakes of the lees in the drum.  
The pressing and rotation is repeated. The quality of the must depends mostly on this operation 
because it’s very important how (how much pressure) and how much time we press or loosen the 
grapes or grapeskins. Therefore it’s important to set the pressing parameters regarding the sort, 
maturity and desired outcome… 
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8 DESCRIPTION OF THE PNEUMATIC PRESS  

8.1 Components 
 
 
 

 
 

8.2 Built-in components 
 
PS_5 and PS_8 presses (piston compressor): 
 

 
 
PS_10, PS_12 and PS_16 presses (piston compressor): 
 

 
 
 

boben 
stiskalnice 

The front cover 
with the drive 
module 

press drum 

Juice collection 
pan 

juice collection 
pan 

sliding hatch 

reduction gear 

vacuum pump 

safety valve 

electromotor 

vacuum pump 

safety valve 

reduction gear 

electromotor 
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PS_16 press (lammelar compressor): 
 

 
 
An electric motor with reduction gear drives the drum via a chain transmission.  
Prior to each filling of the drum / rotation of the drum, suction fix the membrane to the drum walls by 
means of the vacuum pump. 
 
The safety valve automatically opens in a case the drum pressure exceeds the allowable limit (2.0 bar). 
If the press is equipped with a lamellar compressor (optional), it does not have a safety valve. The 
lamellar compressor has its own protection, adjusted with a knob. The limits are factory preset. 
 

 
 
The pressing pressure is achieved with the compressor, which is built in the press. As standard, the 
pneumatic presses M are fitted with piston compressors. As an option, an integrated lamella compressor 
is available. 
 

 
 

 
integral piston compressor for presses 

PSP/PST_5 
integral piston compressor for presses 

PSP/PST_8/10/12/16 
OPTION: integrated lamella compressor 

 
 

 

In the case of the presses fitted with lamella compressors, check the drum rotation direction 
after each start. Operation with the improper rotation direction is not allowable and could 
damage the compressor (for detailed instructions, see chapter 6.2 Drum rotation 
direction). 

 

���� 
For detailed description and instructions for use and maintenance, see the instructions 
provided by the compressor manufacturer. 

 

8.3 Materials 
 

electromotor 

reduction gear 

vacuum pump 

Regulation knob 

integrated lamella 
compressor 
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All metal parts of the press that come in contact with the must are made from stainless steel EN 
1.4301. This allows for high standards of hygiene and easy cleaning. 
 

8.4 Sliding hatch 
 
The press is equipped with a sliding hatch. A large hatch allows fast and easy filling and emptying of 
the press. The dimensions and number of the hatch depend on the press type. 
 
Hatch dimensions: 
 
Pneumatic press PS_5 and _8 345 x 425 mm, single 
Pneumatic press PS_10 and _12 345 x 650 mm, double 
pneumatic press PS_16 345 x 900 mm, double 
 

      
 
The sprung hatch closing mechanism should be released before opening the hatch. After closing 
the hatch, secure them with the closing mechanism to prevent them from opening inadvertendly. 
 
Accessories (optional): 
 
��Hatch opening cover 

With the PST drum type presses (enclosed drum with drain channels), the hatch can be further 
sealed by means of a hatch opening cover. 
The hatch opening cover combined with the plugging of drain channel outlets, allow lees 
maceration and its agitation by means of the press drum rotation (see chapter 8.8.3 Maceration 
equipment - PST option. 

 
 
 

Sprung hatch closing 
mechanism 
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8.5 Press drum 
 

� The press drum is constructed according to pressure vessel guidelines (PED 97/23/EG). 

 
The horizontal shape of the drum, combining large length and small diameter, allows faster outflow of 
juice, which results in less sediment in the must. On the inside, the drum is lined with an impermeable 
membrane shaped to cover half of the drum surface. The built in compressor maintains a set pressure 
in the drum during the pressing process, to impose pressure on the grapes and squeeze must. 
 

Drum design PSP (open drum) 
 

 

One half of the drum surface is perforated, and the other half is 
lined with an impermeable membrane.  
Must leaves the drum through its perforated half, into the collection 
pan.  
Likewise, the PSP drum hatch is made of special perforated steel. 
During the pressing process, the hatch also serves to lead must 
into the collection pan. 
 

 

Drum design PST (enclosed drum) 
 

 

On the inside, one half of the press drum is lined with pressing 
membrane, while the other half is fitted with perforated drain 
channels.  
 
Must flows through drain channel openings into the collection 
pan. 

 
 

8.6 Juice collection pan 
 

 
Juice pan volume: 
 

PS 5 and 8 presses 150 litre 
PS 10, 12 and 16 presses 250 litre 

  
The pan is attached to the press frame. To facilitate 
movement, it has wheels. 
 
 
 

Accessories for the juice pan (optional): 
 
��level switch in the collection pan, only available with AV automatics  (see chapter 13.4 Level 

switch in the collection pan) 
��strainer on the collection pan outlet (see chapter 13.3 Strainer on the collection pan outlet). 
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8.7 Control box 
 
The automatics (controller) provide for proper flow of the pressing process in accordance with the set 
parameters. The press can be fitted with AE automatics (factory preset programmes) or AV 
automatics (factory preset programmes that can be set and adjusted during the pressing process). 
 
 

AE automatics: 
 

 
 

 

The AE automatics allows two operating modes: 
 
��manual press operation 
��automatic operation 
 
In the manual mode, the user starts and ends a particular 
operation by depressing a button (drum rotation, compressor, 
vacuum pump on/off). 
 
In the automatic mode, the user can choose between five 
standard pressing programmes. The incorporated programmes 
are based on years of experience and are adjusted to different 
types of grapes. The programmes are factory preset. 
 

� For further instructions on AE automatics, see included 
instructions. 
 

 
 

OPTION: AV automatics: 
 

 

The AV automatics allows two operation modes: 
��manual operation (button M) 
��automatic operation (button A) 
 
In the manual mode, the user starts and ends a particular 
operation by depressing a button. 
 
In the automatic mode, the user can choose between ten 
pressing programmes, which are adjusted, observing 
professional experience, to different grape types (programmes 
are identified by number keys on the keyboard): 
0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 - standard pressing programmes 
6, 7, 8 - sequential programmes 
9 - a programme specifically adjusted to the pressing of ice 
grapes 
 
The user can set the pressing parameters and adjust them during 
the pressing process as required. 
 

� For further instructions on AV automatics, see included 
instructions. 
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OPTION: AVk automatics on a cable with connector 
 

 

The AVk automatics control panel is connected to the press via 
a cable and connector. This allows mounting in different locations 
on the press itself or separate installation. Operation is the same 
as with AV module. 
 
For transport, the control panel is fixed, with two screws, on the 
press frame under the front lifting cover. 
Before use, control panel can be fixed with same two screws on 
the left or right side of the press frame on mounted connections. 
 

� For further instructions on AV automatics, see included 
instructions. 

 

 

 

 

On the lower edge of the press frame, the fastening plates for 
fixing the flexible tube are placed. 
 
The connecting tube has to be fixed with fastening plates on 
the press frame to prevent the tube touching the floor. 
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8.8 Optional equipment 

8.8.1 Strainer on the collection pan outlet 
 
Install the strainer on the drain opening from the inside. The strainer traps pips and other particles 
from the must; thereby, only pure liquid passes from the collection pan into the container. 
 

 
 
 

8.8.2 Level switch in the collection pan 
 
The level switch is designed to control the operation of the pump which transfers must from the 
collection pan to the container during the pressing.  
 

 

The collection pan is fitted with two floats on a special 
metal bracket.  
 
��When must in the pan reaches its maximum 

allowable level (the top float in its top position), the 
must transfer pump is switched on.  

 
��When must in the pan reaches its maximum 

allowable level (the top float in its top position), the 
must transfer pump is switched on.   

 

 
 
 

  
 
 
In an event the must level does not decrease in a certain time period (due to the clogging of the drain 
opening, pump fault etc.), the pressing is automatically suspended. The press drum rotates to the 
position with the hatch on the top, to prevent must from discharging from the drum. The press 
switches to a standstill. Upon remedying the problem, switch the press on again.  
The suspended pressing programme resumes from the point of suspension. 
 

stikalo 

puša za priklop 
�rpalke 

1 
(–) pump on, manual 
control 

0 
(�) switch off 

A 
(=) automatic pump 
control 

top level pin 

bottom level pin 

top float 

bottom float 

Strainer on the 
collection pan 
outlet 
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8.8.3 Equipment for macaration (only models PST) 
 
The hatch opening cover combined with the plugging of drain channel outlets, allow lees maceration 
and its agitation by means of the press drum rotation. 
 

   
Hatch opening cover draining channel opening draining channel opening 

 
The dimensions and number of the hatch depend on the press type. 

 
   
  1- Mounting bracket 
  2 – fixing screw 
  3 – door handle 
  4 – door cover 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
To perform maceration, follow these instructions: 

��Before filling the press, rotate the drum to bring the hatch to its top position. 
��Insert drain channel plugs. With the channels closed, fill the press with lees up to the hatch, 

since the liquid can not drain during filling.  
��Fill the drum. During filling, the hatch must be open (see also 10.2 Filling the press) 
��When the press is full, install the door cover according to the procedure described in this 

chapter. 
��Once the cover is installed, execute the maceration program (only available with AV module). 

 
Installation of the cover: 

  
 

 

Open the hatch completely. 
Make sure that the hatch is secured against sudden closing. 
 
Loosen the fixing screws so you can attach the cover on the 
frame. 
 
 
 
Lift the cover carefully using the handles. By pulling on the 
handle, the mounting profile is released, allowing you to latch 
the cover onto the frame. 
 
Attach the cover on one side first. Make sure that the seal fits 
on the inside along the whole length. 
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In this picture, the seal is aligned and installed correctly. 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 

 
Once the cover is in place on one side, repeat the procedure on 
the other side. By pulling the handle towards the outer edge of 
the cover, release the bottom mounting bracket to make sure 
the cover snaps into place. Be careful not to bend the seal while 
installing the cover. 
 
Straigthen the cover. While moving it, hold both handles so that 
the mounting bracket below is released and does not damage 
the seal. 
 
Once the cover is in place, tighten all screws to achieve perfect 
sealing. 

 

 

 
Warning! 
 
All fixing screws come with a gasket and a washer. Do not use 
excessive force in order not to damage the gaskets. 
 

 
After maceration is over, remove the cover by repeating the procedure in reverse order. 
 

 

Prior to starting pressing, make sure to remove the plugs from the drain channel 
openings. Pressing with plugs installed is not allowed. 

 
 
Maceration (only available with the AV module) 
 
 

 key for maceration program  
(only for Presses with drum design PST – closed drum with drain channels) 

 
After closing the hatch and plugging the drain channels, turn on the drum filling pump and activate the 
maceration program. Press the  key on the control panel and enter the desired parameters.  
 
For deteiled informations see the additional Manual for AV Automatics.  

��Chapter 2.3 Manual operation mode 
��Chapter 2.3.5 Maceration program (entering and changing parameters) 
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9 OPERATING THE PRESS 
 

���� 
The press is designed for pressing grapes and dregs. The use for any other purpose 
without the approval from the manufacturer is prohibited.  

 

9.1 Before use 
 
Prior to the first startup of the press, carefully examine the instructions for safe operation and maintenance 
of the pneumatic press, and always observe these instructions.  
 
For storage and transport purposes, the press is protected with special greasy coat that has to be 
removed before use. 
 
Before filling the press inspect the inside of the drum, the membrane, juice collection pan and all other 
components to come in contact with must. Make sure, that there are no sweepings in the drum. 
 
Before you perform any work inside the press be sure that the press is disconnected from the mains 
power supply. 
 
 

9.2 Filling of the press 
 
The pneumatic press may be filled manually or by means of a pump through the press hatch; while with 
models fitted with a central filling system, through the central filling connection (optional on PSP/PST 10, 
12 and 16) through the drum axle.  
 

���� 

When filling the press, following limitations should be observed: 
��min. filling of the press:   20 % of the drum volume 
��max. filling of the press:  90% of the drum volume 

 
In this way, we achieve shaking of the dregs and good straining of the must before and during 
pressing. 

 
 

9.2.1 Filling the press through the hatch 
 

 
Prior to filling the press through the hatch, switch the press main switch off.  

 
The press can be filled with whole grapes or lees It can be filled manually or with a pump.  
 
Before filling the press through the hatch, make sure: 

��the main switch of the press is in position OFF 
��the press drum is clean, 
��the hatch guides and hatch itself are clean, 
��the drain channels are clean and properly mounted (only with PST models), 
��Before entering the drum, secure the door against unintentional closing. 

 
By using the drum rotation keys, rotate the drum so that the hatch is in the top position, allowing for easy 
filling. When filling, be careful not to damage the membrane. Use suitable tools. 
 

 
Before you close the sliding hatch, carefully clean its guides.  
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9.2.2 Filling the press through the central filling connector 
 
Central filling valve: 
 

 

The central filling connector is standard with all PS 10, 12 and 16 
presses. For PSP/PST 5 and 8, it is not available.  
The transition size is DN100, the outside mounted flange allows 
installation of a DN65, DN80 or DN100 valve.  
As standard, the connector is fitted with an inside and outside cover. 

 
 
Ball valve for central filling connector (option): 
 
The inlet connector may be of garolla, DIN11851 or treeclamp type. 
 

 
Drawing: Central filling with a ball valve 

 
1 – shaft gasket (semering) 
2 – spacer 
3 – flange gasket 
4 – ball valve with a flange used to attach the sound alarm unit 
5 – mounting screw with washer and nut 
 
 
Overfilling signal unit (optional): 
 
We advise that presses be equipped with a sound alarm. The alarm is triggered if the pressure is 
exceeded or the press is overfilled.  
Make sure that you don't exceed the max. pressure allowed douring the filling of the press. 
 

 

Overfilling signal 
unit (optional): 

central filling valve 

central filling opening 
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Filling the press through the central filling connector – description of the procedure: 
 
 
When filling through the axial opening, the lees are pumped into the drum using a pump. The press 
hatch is left closed in this mode.  
 

Special warnings! 
 

 Prior to feeding the pump through the central filling valve, always check that the membrane 
sticks to the drum inner wall over its entire surface. 
 

 Prior to filling the press through the central filling opening, make sure to remove the plugs from 
the drain channels. 
 

 When filling the drum through the central opening, make sure that you do not exceed the 
maximum pressure and capacity of the drum. Exceeding the drum pressure (pressure 
exceeding 2 bar) may damage the press. 
If the sound alarm goes off during filling, the capacity or the maximum pressure of the drum have 
been exceeded.  
In this case, turn off the pump immediately. 

 
Before filling: 
��Make sure that the membrane adheres to the internal walls along the whole surface. This is 

particularly critical with presses where the central filling system is not fitted with an acoustic 
warning (siren) for the excessive pressure or press full condition. 

��Make sure you removed the plugs from the drain channels (PST models); 
��Close the hatch. 
 
Filling: 
 
Step 1: Turn on the press filling pump. 
Step 2: Activate ROCKING of the drum: 

 

��for AE-equipped presses: activate the  occasionally (drum rotation) 
 

 
 

��For AV-equipped presses:  press the  key  
 

 
 

Rotation of the 
drum 

Rocking key 
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   ROCKING program activation key 
(the program meant for filling the drum through the central filling connector) 

 
Programme rocking:  
As the first step, the membrane is vacuum-sucked to the drum, then the drum turns into the 
pressing position (hatch in the bottom position). After a certain period of time (standstill time 
duration), the drum swings left and then right. This rocking is being repeated (# of rocking 
moves). Then follows a standstill step (standstill time) and crumbling-rotation (crumbling time), 
then again standstill and rocking and so on… The procedure is repeated until interrupted by the 
operator's selecting any key. Standstill time should be set to 1 to 2 minutes. The press self-
contain vacuum - the membrane is sucked up.  
 

� 
For deteiled informations see additional Manual for AV Automatics in the second 
part of this manual.  

��Chapter 2.3 Manual operation mode 
��Chapter 2.3.5 Rocking program (entering and changing parameters) 

 
 

Step 3:  
While filling, control the amount of lees in the drum at regular intervals. The level can be checked 
through the openings in the drum. Once the lees fill approximately 80% of the drum, stop the filling 
and cancel the rocking program by pressing any key. 
 
Step 4:  
Using the drum rotation keys, rotate the drum so that the hatch is in the uppermost position, then open 
the hatch. Top up (10%) with the hatch opened, to avoid overfilling. The drum can be filled to a 
maximum of 90%. 
 
Step 5:  
When the drum is filled, close the axial filling valve as shown on the picture.  
 

 
 

Step 6:  
Close the hatch again. The press is ready for pressing. Continue by selecting the pressing program. 
 
 

9.3 Selecting the pressing program 
 
Navodila v zvezi z upravljanjem stiskalnice, izbiro programa delovanja ter natan�en opis programov 
najdete v priloženih navodilih za uporabo avtomatike AE oziroma AV. 
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9.4 Discharging the press 
 
After pressing is concluded, empty the press. 
 
Discharging the press with AE automatics: 
 

��Turn on the drum rotation (  key).  
��Turn the drum in position to open the hatch. Before opening the hatch, turn off the press. Switch 

on the press again and turn on the drum rotation (   key). During rotation, the press is 
discharged. 

 
Discharging the press with AV automatics: 
 

��First, switch the press to manual operation (button M)  

��Using the  and  keys, turn the drum so that you can open the hatch. Before opening the 
hatch, turn off the press. 

��Open the hatch and turn the press on again. Activate manual mode (M key) and drum rotation 

(  key – counterclockwise rotation). There are guides underneath the membrane that push 
the mass towards the hatch when the drum is rotating in the rightdirection. Therefore, make 
sure that the drum is turning in the counterclockwise direction, looking from the front. 

��During rotation, the press is discharged. 
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10 CLEANING OF THE PNEUMATIC PRESSES 
 

 
Before performing any maintenance, disconnect the press from electricity. 

 

 

Be careful not to wet the electric equipment (control panel, electric cabinet, electric motor) 
with the water jet. Protect the control panel with an impermeable foil (polyvinyl) when 
washing the press. 

 
Observe the following general instructions when washing the press: 
 

��disconnect the press from the mains supply for washing; 
��For storage and transport purposes, the press is protected with special greasy coat that has to 

be removed before use. 
��to thoroughly clean the membrane and other press components (before the first and after the last 

pressing in a season), it is recommended to apply special pneumatic press washing agent; 
��clean the press regularly, in particular to remove any remains of chemical disinfectant agents; 
��do not use water containing iron or chlorine; 
��rinse the press components in contact with the medium (press drum, hatch, collection pan) 

with water after every use; 
��periodically rinse the press outside parts with water and an appropriate cleaning agent (see 

chapter 11.7 Care and maintenance of stainless steel equipment) 
 
 

10.1  Cleaning of the drum interior 
 

 
Prior to cleaning the drum interior, disconnect the press from the mains supply. 

 
After every pressing, rinse the drum interior with water; after rinsing, leave the hatch open to allow 
the drum to dry and ventilate. Also clean the press hatch and hatch guides. 
 
Prior to the first pressing in the season and after the last one, clean the drum interior thoroughly: 
 

��rinse the drum interior thoroughly with water to remove remains of lees; 
��with the PST type presses, dismount and thoroughly clean all the drain channels after the 

pressing season (see chapter 10.2 Dismounting and cleaning of draining channels); 
��pay particular attention to the cleaning of the membrane. The membrane may only be 

cleaned with neutral cleaning agents. Water temperature MAY NOT EXCEED 50 °C. Do 
not wash the membrane with a high-pressure cleaner. 

��clean the press hatch and hatch guides thoroughly. 
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10.1.1 Presses with no cleaning opening (PS_5, PS_8) 
 
The PS_5 and PS_8 presses do not have a cleaning opening. Clean the inside by rotating the drum in 
a position where the hatch is at eye level. This allows for easy and controllable work. Disconnect the 
press from electricity.. Open the hatch and rinse the inside thoroughly with water.  
Reconnect the press to the mains supply and rotate the drum to bring the hatch to its bottom position. 
Let water and remains of lees drain from the drum.  
Repeat this procedure as many times as required. 
 
With the presses fitted with draining channels, cleaning can be simplified by opening the draining 
channel (see chapter 10.2.1 Dismounting of draining channels) in its bottom position. During cleaning, 
water drains through the draining channel opening. 
 
 

10.1.2 Presses with a cleaning opening (PS_10, PS_12, PS_16) 
 
 

 

The PS_10, PS_12 and PS_16 series presses have a DN50 DIN11851 
cleaning opening with a corresponding plug.  
 
 
 

 

Use the drum rotation keys (  and ) to rotate the drum so that the cleaning opening is in the 
bottom-most position. Disconnect the press from electricity.. 
Unscrew the cleaning opening cap. Open the hatch and rinse the inside thoroughly with water. During 
the flushing of the drum interior, water and remains of lees are drained through the opening. 
 
 

10.2  Cleaning the drain channels (PST models) 
 
 

 

With the enclosed drum presses PST with drain channels, must 
leaves the drum through draining channels.  
 
The drain channels for PST_5 and PST_8 presses are made 
of a single piece and enclosed on both ends.  
The drain channels on PST_10, PST_12 and PST_16 are 
made of two parts joined together.  
 
Draining channels shall be periodically dismounted and 
thoroughly cleaned (obligatory after the last pressing of the 
season). 

 
 

cleaning opening with plug 
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10.2.1 Removing the drain channels 
 

 

To dismount the draining channels you must enter teh drum. Before entering the drum, 
disconnect the press from electricity. Make sure that the hatch is secured against sudden 
closing. 

 

 
 

Each draining channel is fixed to the press drum by means of 
two screws and a U-bracket. For channels made of two pieces, a 
middle joint connects the two.  
 
Step 1: 
Loosen the retaining screws (each half is attached with two 
screws) enough to allow movement of the channel. 
 

 

 
 

Step 2: 
Slide the channel so that the screw head goes through the 
opening. 
In the case shown in the picture, slide the channel to the right.  
 

 

Step 3: 
Remove the drain channels and carefully remove it from the 
drum. 
Make sure not to damage the membrane. 
 
In the same way, remove the joining 
piece.  
 
 
 

 
Step 4: 
Remove the draining channel plugs on the drum exterior. 
 
Step 5:  
Following this procedure, remove all drain channels and remove them from the drum. Clean the 
channels with water. 
Clean the drum interior as well. During washing, the drum should be orientated so that the water can 
drain out of the cleaning opening, or in case the press does not have such an opening, out of the drain 
channel. 
 

  Water temperature MAY NOT EXCEED 50 °C. Do not wash the membrane with a high-pressure 
cleaner. 
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10.2.2 Reassembly of the draining channels 
 

 
Before entering the drum, disconnect the press from electricity. Make sure that the hatch is 
secured against sudden closing. 

 
Repeat the procedure above in reverse order. 
 
Step 1: First check whether the screws on the U-brackets are loosened enough to allow re-installation 
of the channel.  
Step 2: Mount the channel onto the screws and slide it in the appropriate direction to allow you to fix it. 
Tighten all screws.  
Step 3: For channels made of two pieces, install the middle joint at the end. 
Step 4: Repeat for all channels. 
 

  

 

 

 

Before each pressing, check that the channel screws are tightened, so that the channels do 
not move during pressing. 
Prior to starting pressing, make sure to remove the plugs from the drain channel openings. 
Pressing with plugs installed is not allowed. 

 

10.2.3  Cleaning the drain channels without removing them (optional for PST 
models) 

 
Channel cleaning hose (length: 3 m).The drain channels can be cleaned without removing them by 
using a special hose. The procedure is quick and simple.  
Attach the hose to a high-pressure cleaner. Insert the bayonet into the cleaner handle and rotate it 
90°. Remove the plugs from the drain channels and the cleaning opening. Insert the end of the hose in 
the drain channel opening. Once the hose is secured in the channel, turn on the high-pressure 
cleaner.  
 

   
 
When washing, move the hose in and out for maximum effect. Use the same procedure to clean all 
channels. 
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Optional: 
��Integrated high-pressure cleaner with hose and nozzle (optional on PST) 

The high-pressure cleaner is built into the press. The cleaning procedure is the same as described 
above. 
 
 

10.3  Cleaning of the external parts of the press 
 
Periodically, wash the external parts of the press with water and a suitable cleaning agents.  
For detailed instructions, see chapter 11.6 Care and maintenance of stainless steel equipment. 
 

 

Be careful not to wet the electric equipment (control panel, electric cabinet, electric 
motor) with the water jet. Protect the control panel with an impermeable foil (polyvinyl) 
when washing the press. 

 
 

11 MAINTENANCE 
 

 
Before performing any maintenance, disconnect the press from electricity.  

 
 

11.1  Removing humidity from the space between the drum and the 
membrane 

 
On the external side of the drum, an outlet for removing the humidity from the space between the 
drum and the membrane is located. 
 

 
 

 

IT IS STRICTLY FORBIDDEN TO UNSCREW THE 
CAP OF THE OUTLET WITH THE DRUM 
PRESSURISED!!! 
 
1. First make sure that the drum is not pressurised. 
2. If the drum is not pressurised, unscrew the drain 

cap. Use a 24 key. 
3. Rotate the drum to turn the outlet down. 
4. In manual mode (M), turn on pressurisation. The 

pressure removes the humidity from the space 
between the drum and the membrane 

5. When the humidity is removed, screw the cap 
back into place. 
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11.2  Checking of the drum rotation chain 
 
Periodically, obligatory after first pressing operation, check the chain for the 
press drum drive and adjust its tension. The chain slackness should be 10 -
15 mm (5 mm up, 5 mm down). Too much or too little slackness may 
cause damage to the machine. Periodically, grease the chain.  

 
 
Adjusting  the chain 
 

 

Step 1:  
Unscrew the four reduction gear fixing screws. 
 

 

 

 
Step 2: 
Unscrew the chain tension adjustment screw counter nut. 

 

 

 
Step 3:  
Adjust the chain tension with the screw. Move the screw to achieve 
proper chain slackness. 
The chain slackness should be 10 -15 mm (5 mm up, 5 mm down). 
 

 
 

 

 
Step 4:  
Retighten the nut. 
 

 

 

 
Step 5: 
Retighten the four reduction gear fixing screws. 

 
 

reduction gear fixing 
screw 

chain adjustment 
screw 

nut 

nut 

reduction gear 
fixing screw 
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11.3 Membrane 
 
The membrane is made of a custom made, PVC-coated fabric. 
 

 

The membrane may be cleaned only with neutral cleaning agents, and the temperature of 
water MUST NOT EXCEED 50°C. Use of high pressure cleaning apparatus is not 
allowed; 

 

 

After the harvest 
clean thorough the membrane with clean water. Leave the press 
drum hatch open to allow the membrane to thoroughly dry and 
ventilate. 
 
Before the first pressing in the next season, 
tighten all the membrane fixing screws. With this procedure, you 
achieve a good sealing of the membrane. 

 
 
Instruction for membrane patching 
 
If the membrane is damaged or torn, minor repairs can be performed by patching the damaged 
surface with the same material. Patches can be ordered from your local distributor. 
 
When repairing the membrane, please observe the following procedure: 
 

1. thoroughly clean the surface (acetone, nitro dilutent, …) 
2. gently whet the surface with whet paper (grain 120) 
3. The patch should be of the same material as the membrane itself. The patch should have 

rounded corners and exceed the damaged area by at least 20 mm on each side. If the 
damage is in straight shape, slice right angled on both ends in length of 5 mm so that the 
damage “ends”. 

4. Warm up the membrane and patch with hot air (200-300°C) until upper layer starts to melt and 
press with roller or some other similar device. Make sure not to overheat (brown) or burn the 
material. 

5. Press the heated surfaces together carefully. With a rubber roller, go over the contact surface 
several times. 

 

� 

For detailed instructions, contact the manufacturer or the distributor. We recommend the 
consultation with the seller or manufacturer before changing the membrane or repairing it 
yourselves. 

 
 

11.4  Maintenance of the compressor 
 
Piston compressor The compressor does not require any special maintenance. 
 
Lamella compressor Blow out dirt in cooling air channels and filter with compressed air (once a year if 
the press is used in dusty environment). Check vane width every 3000 operating hours.  
Observe the original Operating Instructions enclosed at the end of this manual.  
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11.5  Maintenace of the relief valve 
 

Periodically, check the relief valve.  
The valve must not show any sign of damage or usage, air must 
not escape from the valve.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

11.6  After the end of the vintage season 
 
After the end of the season: 

��disconnect the press from the mains supply; 
��thoroughly clean all the press components and perform any necessary maintenance works; 
��with the drum dried and ventilated, close the drum hatch; 
��store the press in a dry and ventilated area; protect the press against moisture, dust and 

insects; protect the press against direct sun radiation. 
 
 

11.7  Care and maintenence of stainless steel eqipment 
 
When you operate with the press, be careful that you do not damage the surface of the stainless steel. 
We recommend that you protect the stainless surfaces from mechanical damage (scratches, strokes,…), 
damaging influence of chemical matters (especially chlorine based matters) and contacts with materials 
which are not stainless. It is necessary to clean thorough the press, especially the remains of chemical 
agents for disinfection. 
Do not use water which contains chlorine or iron. Generally, every contact (contact, scratch, stroke) with 
metal (iron, aluminium, brass,…) or sparks from grinding or welding damages the protective layer of the 
stainless steel material and causes corrosion. Even drops of chemical products, especially disinfection 
products containing chlorine causes corrosion if they are not immediately washed off. 
All stainless surfaces of the press will keep a fine look, if you take in consideration all above mentioned 
recommendations for cleaning and maintenance. 
 
To maintain the quality of the stainless steel products observe the following 
instructions: 
 
��never use preparations containing chloride or sulphuric compounds, as well other preparations, 

without first learning about their effects on stainless steel; 
��do not sulphurise applying the classic method (by burning sulphur) in rooms where stainless steel 

products are stored, because sulphur dioxide (SO2) builds up on the stainless steel surfaces and 
this, in combination with humidity, generates sulphuric acid (H2SO3) which leads to the corrosion 
of stainless steel;  

��do not remove any impurities with objects made of normal carbonic steel or steel wool, because 
corrosion may arise; 

��wash stainless steel products after each usage following these instructions: 
• wash the product with a detergent used for cleaning stainless steel containers, following 

the manufacturer’s instructions (diluted in warm water) 
• rinse the product with clean water 
• dry the surface thoroughly with air or with a soft mop 
• use only soft sponge or dishcloth 
• never use materials or products that may cause scratches on steel surface 
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The cleaning procedures for stainless steel products 
 
If the stainless steel products are very dirty and “colouring” caused by negligence or wrong treatment 
with the product is present, alternative methods such as the following have to be used: 
 
 

type of dirt cleaning methods notes recommendations 

mild stains from 
impurity 

Soap, mild detergents, 1% 
ammonia solution in hot water. 
Wash with a soft dishcloth or 
sponge. Rinse with water. Dry 
well. 

adequate for the majority of 
surfaces 

to avoid water stains, dry with 
air or with a towel 

fingerprints and 
hand prints 

wash with a detergent and 
warm water or alternatively 
with a solvent (acetone) 

sprays by various 
manufacturers can be used as 
well 

 

oil and fat stains solvents (chlorine free), 
cleaning alcohol or acetone 

  

persistent stains, 
colour specks, 
water stains, mild 
rust stains 

mild cleaning paste and polish 
paste; use soft dishcloth and 
rinse well with clean water 

avoid abrasive pastes; 
cleaning pastes with soft lime 
(like ”JIF”) or citric acid (like 
“AJAX”) are suitable  

do not use chloride based 
cleaners 

local rust stains  
caused by damage 
with carbonic steel 

various gels or 10% 
phosphoric acid, rinse with 
ammonia and clean water 

small surfaces may be 
polished with grained rubber or 
plastic abrasives  

Do not use steel wool.  
When using acids and gels, 
rinse thoroughly with clean 
water and dry well with air or 
towel  

food or wine burns Soak in hot water with a 
detergent or solution of 
ammonia; remove the burns 
with a nylon brush; sometimes 
the procedure must be 
repeated several times and 
followed by thorough rinsing. 

abrasive cleaning powder may 
damage polished surfaces 

 

tea and coffee 
stains 

soak tea stains in hot solution 
of washing soda, and coffee 
stains in the solution of 
bicarbonate of soda 

Wash with a soft dishcloth or 
sponge. Rinse with clean water 
and dry well with air or towel 

 

limestone, mortar 
and  cement 
residues 

Soak in 10-15% phosphoric 
acid, wash and neutralise with 
hot ammonia solution, rinse 
with clean water and dry.  
Alternatively, soak in 25% 
solution of wine vinegar and 
remove stains with a nylon 
brush. 

pay special attention when 
using chloride based mortar 
which causes dotted corrosion 

quick and thorough cleaning of 
the stains  

colouring due to 
heating 

use cleaning pastes or polish 
pastes which do not scratch 
(solvo auto chrom metal 
polish), nylon whet materials 
(scotchbrite) 
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11.8  Spare parts 
 
Spare parts are available on request from the manufacturer. They may be ordered directly from the 
manufacturer or through his representative. 
 

� 
Any repair or replacement of the damaged parts may only be performed by an authorized 
person – serviceman. 
In case of intervention by an unauthorized serviceman, the guarantee becomes void and 
the unprofessionally done repairs may cause danger to the operator using the machine.  

 
 
 

12 CORRECTING ERRORS 
 
For sucessful detection and correction of eventual errors the sistematic approach is required. If the 
errors  that you can't solve yourself appear, please contact authorized service or seller. We ask you for 
precise description of the error, which you can easily discover with reading of instructions listed 
bellow. 
 

� 
WARNING: 
The precautions, marked with ITALIC writing can be performed only by authorized person. 

 
 

 
Error/Problem 

 

 
Possible cause 

 
Recommended precaution 

Safety cord switch S4 is 
activated. 
 

Pull up the blue button of micro 
switch S4. 
 

Blue button of micro switch S4 of 
safety cord is down. 
Red safety cord is not installed or 
too much or not enough tensed. 
 

Set the safety cord properly 
(see chapter 6.2. Safety cord). 
 

STOP button S3 on control panel 
is pressed. 
 

Unblock STOP button S3 
 
 

The press is not connected 
properly (the neutral wire is not 
connected properly) 
 

Check the voltage and 
connection of all wires (L1, L2, 
L3, N and PE) 
 

The press is not working. 
Signal light S1 does not light, 
the display is not active – no 
voltage. 
 

Fuse F6 or F7 is switched off 
 

Fuse F6 or F7 is switched off 

Signal light S1 lights, the 
display is not active. 

Internal service command is 
switched on. 

Disengage internal service 
command (switch the S8 switch 
on � functioning) 
 

The drum does not rotate in 
same direction as the arrow 
on the key. 

The phases are swaped. Change place of any two 
phases. (Lead wires) 
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Test for locating the error.  
Drum hatch has to be closed, the press switched on. 

Error/Problem Possible cause Recommended precaution 

Fuse F3 switched off. Check F3 fuse. 

Active thermo protection in 
vacuum pump. 

Wait for 5 minutes for motor to 
cool and automatic protection is 
deactivated. 

Switch on the internal service 
commands and P– 
vacuuming.  
Vacuum pump does not work. 

The neutral wire is not connected. 
At least one phase is missing. 

Check the voltage on line-up 
terminal 7-8. It has to be in 
accordance with identification 
plate on the press (230 V). 
Check the EM1 valve –it has to 
be 24 V AC (line-up terminal 15-
16) 

Electromagnetic valve EM1 does 
not work. 

EM valve is blocked.  
Dismount and clean it. 

Non-return valve does not work Check the working of non-return 
valve. Clean it. 

Vacuum pump works, the air 
does not come out. The 
vacuum is not created even 
after few minutes (check 
manometer). 

Torn membrane. Uncontrolled 
leaking of air. 

Check the membrane. Mark the 
eventual damage. 

Overload relay F2 is activated Press START button on 
overload relay. 

compressor On single phase 
presses XB – thermic protection 
of compressor is activated 

Press thermic protection button 
on compressor (connection 
panel on compressor motor) 

At least one phase is missing. Check phase-to-phase voltage 
(on terminal 4-6). It has to be in 
accordance with identification 
plate on the press (400 V). 

Switch on the internal service 
commands and P– 
vacuuming. 
Compressor does not work. 

Wrong direction of rotating Check the direction of rotating, 
change place of phase (Lead) 
wires. 

Broken compressor – “sticked 
together” or damaged lamellas in 
compressor Torn membrane. 

Dismount the compressor, clean 
the lamellas channels and 
check their condition. Lamellas 
have to move freely out-in, all 
the edges have to be straight 
and undamaged...  

Kompresor deluje, vendar ne 
napravi tlaka v stiskalnici. 
Compressor works, but the 
vacuum is not performed 

Uncontrolled leaking of air. Check the membrane. Mark the 
eventual damage. 

Activation of F1 overload relay. 
Rotation of the drum. 

Press START button on 
overload relay. 

Switch on the internal service 
commands and drum rotation. 
Motor does not rotate. 

At least one phase is missing. Check phase-to-phase voltage 
(on terminal 1-3). It has to be in 
accordance with identification 
plate on the press (400 V). 
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 Electromagnetic brake of motor 
M1 for rotation is blocked 
(rotation of press drum). 

Check the brakes of 
electromotor. Dismount and 
clean it. Check the break 
rectifier. 

The press can not be moved. The wheels are blocked. Loosen the brake. 

The manometer on control 
panel does not work. 

Problems with connection tube. Check the placement and 
connection of the tube. 

The siren switched on. High pressure on entry in the 
drum. 

STOP the charging trough axial 
feeding. 

 


